FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TE SUBCOM AWARDED SOUTH PACIFIC MARINE MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
SubCom to maintain more than 19 cable systems operated by 14 owners across the
South Pacific Ocean
EATONTOWN, N.J., June 5, 2017 – TE SubCom, a TE Connectivity Ltd. company and an
industry pioneer in undersea communications technology, today announced that it has been
awarded the South Pacific Marine Maintenance Agreement (SPMMA), a five-year service
agreement between SubCom and 14 cable operators in the region. Under terms of the
agreement, which took effect March 10, 2017, SubCom will maintain more than 51,000 km of
cable that comprise 19 disparate telecommunications and power cable systems.
About the SPMMA
•
•
•

The SPMMA area covers the South Pacific region from Singapore in the west to Tahiti in
the east and from the southernmost point of New Zealand to Hawaii in the north.
SubCom will maintain cable systems across more than 28 million square miles of the
Pacific Ocean using the cable ship Reliance, based in the South Pacific region.
An experienced crew of dedicated marine professionals will utilize SubCom’s modern
marine assets and extensive technology portfolio to ensure quality delivery of
maintenance services to the region.

“We are grateful for the opportunity to provide world class maintenance services to our clients in
the South Pacific region,” said Chris Carobene, vice president, Marine Services, TE SubCom.
“The needs of global cable operators change rapidly, and maintenance providers must be both
flexible and innovative throughout the life of an undersea cable system. As a result, SubCom
continues to invest in our maintenance services, building the infrastructure necessary to
respond to our customers’ evolving needs. The SPMMA agreement highlights the demand for
new, strategic approaches to maintenance and demonstrates that SubCom is well-positioned to
address these challenges.”
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About TE SubCom
TE SubCom (SubCom), a TE Connectivity Ltd. company, is an industry pioneer in undersea
communications technology and marine services, and a leading global supplier for today’s
undersea communications requirements. As a vertically integrated supplier, SubCom designs,
manufactures, deploys, and maintains the industry’s most reliable fiber optic cable systems. Its
solutions include long-haul and regional systems, repeaterless networks, capacity upgrades,
offshore oil and gas, and scientific research applications. SubCom brings end-to-end network
knowledge and global experience to support on-time delivery and the needs of customers
worldwide. To date, the company has deployed more than 100 cable systems and enough
subsea communication cable to circle the globe 15 times at the equator. For more information,
visit www.SubCom.com.
About TE Connectivity
TE Connectivity (NYSE: TEL) is a $12 billion global technology leader. Our commitment to
innovation enables advancements in transportation, industrial applications, medical technology,
energy, data communications, and the home. TE's unmatched breadth of connectivity and
sensor solutions, proven in the harshest of environments, helps build a safer, greener, smarter
and more connected world. With 75,000 people – including more than 7,000 engineers –
working alongside customers in nearly 150 countries, we help ensure that EVERY
CONNECTION COUNTS – www.TE.com.
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